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ABSTRACT 
The Hadamard square of any square matrix A is bounded above and below by 
some doubly stochastic matrices times the square of the largest and the smallest 
singular values of A. Applications to graphs, permanents, and eigenvalue perturba- 
tions are discussed. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
For a set D c C let M,,(D) be the set of n X n complex valued matrices 
with entries in D. Denote by R,, c M,(R+ ) the convex set of doubly 
stochastic matrices. Let A = (aij); E M,(C). Set A’” = AOA = (a,ja,j); 
E M,,(R+ ). Here 0 denotes the Hadamard product of matrices. Denote by 
a,(A) > ..- > q,(A) > 0 the singular values of A. If cri( A) = *.a = a,,( A) 
= s > 0, then A is an s-multiple of a unitary matrix and A’” is an 
s”-multiple of a doubly stochastic matrix. In this paper we generalize the 
above fact to arbitrary complex valued square matrices. 
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MAIN THEOREM. Let A E M,(C). Then there exist A,, A, E R, such 
that 
a,( A)2 A, < Ao2 < a,( A)2 A,. 
Here the inequalities are taken in the entrywise sense. The lower estimate 
for Ao2 seems to be much deeper and more useful than the upper estimate. 
We present applications to graph theory, permanents, and to perturbation 
estimates on the eigenvalues of matrices. 
1. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let Z? = (bij); E M,(R+). For I, J C (1, . . . , n} let 
B,] = c b,,. 
iEl,jE] 
Denote by II), IJl th e cardinalities of I, J respectively. B is called (0 ~1 
t-doubly superstochastic (d.sps.1 if B > tB, for some B, E Sz,. In [I] G-use 
showed that B is t-d.sps. iff 
BIJ > t(lZl + IJI - n) vz,Jc{l)..., n}. 
Set 
B 
P(B) = min 
11 
I,]ctl,..., n},lIl+l]l>n IZI + IJI - n . 
Cruse’s theorem yields that B is p(B) d.sps. The first part of the Main 
Theorem follows from the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A E M,(C). Then 
14 Ao2) > a,2( A). 
Proof. It is enough to assume that A is nonsingular. Let P, Q E a,, be 
permutation matrices. Clearly, PAQ has the same singular values as A, and 
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w(( PAQ)“) = p( Ao2). Thus, it suffices to show that 
i=p,j=q 
C Iaii12 > (p + 4 - n)u,“( A), l<p<q, n<p+q. 
i=l,j=l 
Let 
D, = diag(d,,...,d,), d, = . . . =$=I dp+l= .a. =d,=O. 
Set A’ = DP AD9. Let 
V={x:xEC”,(I-D&=(1-D&4x=0}. 
It then follows that 7n = dim V > p + 9 - n. Moreover, (A - A’)V = 0. 
Set W = AV = A’V. We can view A and A’ as representing the same linear 
transformation T : V + W. Furthermore, V, W are inner product spaces 
induced by the standard inner product in C”. Observe next 
Hence: 
i=p,j=q 
c (~~~1’ = trace[( A’)*A’] = trace(T*T) 
i=l,j=l 
= etrk(T)’ > rr~q,(T)~ >/ (p + 9 - n)a,( A)2. 
1 
The proof of the lemma is completed. ??
For B E M,(R+) let r(B) = (ri(B), . . . , r,(B)), c(B) = (c,(B), 
. . . ) c,(B)) be the vectors corresponding to the row and column sums of B. 
Set 
v(B) = lTiy, ma(ri( B) p ci( B)). -.. 
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LEMMA 1.2. Let B E M,(R+). Then there exists a doubly stochastic 
matrix B, E Cl, such that B < v(B) B,. 
Proof. It is enough to assume that B # 0. Let 0 < k < 2n - 1 be the 
number of rows and columns of B whose sum is less than v(B). If k = 0 
then B, = V( B)-‘B and the lemma holds. Assume that k > 1. Since 
$ri(B) =kCi(B), 
1 
it follows that there exist 1 < p, 4 Q n so that T~( B), cs( B) < v(B). Let B’ 
be the matrix obtained from B = (bij); by replacing the entry b,, by the 
entry b,, + v(B) - max(rp(B), c,(B)). Thus, B < B’, v(B) = v(B’). 
Moreover, k ’ < k, where k’ is the number of rows and columns in B ’ which 
are less than v( B ‘> = v(B). Continue this process until it stops and the 
lemma is verified. ??
As a,( A) = 11 A(/ = (1 A*[(, we easily deduce that v( A'") < a,(Aj2. 
Lemma 1.2 yields the upper bound of the Main Theorem. We now note that 
the lower bound in the Main Theorem is sharp. Let A E M,(R+) be a 
symmetric matrix whose entries on the first row and column are equal to 1 
while all other entries are equal to 0. Then the eigenvalues of A are 2, - 1, 0 
while its singular values are 2, 1, 0. Clearly, if A > pA, for some A, E a,, 
then p < 0. In particular, there is no analog for Lemma 1.2 for the lower 
bound of Ao2. 
2. APPLICATIONS TO GRAPHS AND PERMANENTS 
Let G be a simple digraph on n vertices. That is, G is represented by a 
0 - 1 matrix A(G) E M,((O, 1)). Vice versa, any A E M,({O, 1)) represents a 
simple digraph G. G is called strongly connected if any two distinct vertices 
are connected by a path in G. We say that G is without loops if all the 
diagonal elements of A(G) are equal to zero. G is called k-regular if the out- 
and indegree of every vertex i - (ri( A(G)), ci( A(G))) are equal to k. G has 
a spanning k-regular subgraph if there exists a k-regular graph H on n 
vertices such that A(G) 2 A(H). 
One of the unsolved problems in complexity theory is to decide if a 
simple digraph without loops contains an even cycle. See for example [6] and 
[12] and the references therein. Let G be a k-regular simple digraph without 
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loops. It was shown by the second author in [6] that G contains an even cycle 
if k > 7. It was conjectured in [6] that the above result is valid for k > 3. 
This conjecture was proved by Thomassen in [12]. Moreover, Thomassen 
showed that if G is a strongly connected simple digraph with no loops such 
that each in- and outdegree is at least 3, then G contains an even cycle. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G he a simple graph on n vertices. Then G has a 
~+A(GV]- re u ar spanning subgraph. Zf G has no loops and u,,( A(G))' > g 1 
3, then G has an even cycle. 
Proof. Let A = A(G). Note that A’” = A. By Lemma 1.1, /J(A) > 
a,,(A)‘. As A E M,({O, I}), Fulkerson’s result [8] implies that G has a 
Lu$A(G)>~]- g 1, p re u ar s anning graph. Assume that G has no loops and v~( A>2 
B 3. Then Thomassen’s result [12] implies that G has an even cycle. ??
Let B E M,(C). Let det B, per B denote the determinant and the 
permanent of B respectively. While the calculation of determinants is easy, 
the calculation of permanents is a well-known difficult problem even for 
B E M,,({O, l}). See for example [13]. It is not difficult to give upper estimates 
for per B. For example, 
(per (blj);l < per (Ib,I)F < fi 2 Ibijla 
i=lj=l 
It is much harder to give lower estimates on ( p(B)I. Assume that B is a 
hermitian nonnegative definite matrix. Then Schur’s inequality states 0 < 
det B < per B; e.g. [lo, 4.4.41. Th e ( now proved) van der Waerden conjec- 
ture claims that per B 2 n!/n”, B E R,. We refer to [2] and [4] for the 
proofs. In [S] generalized van der Waerden type inequalities are treated. Let 
B E M,(R+ >. Then Cruse’s inequality states that B > I*( B)B, for some 
B, E a,,. We combine this inequality with the van der Waerden inequality to 
deduce F( B)“n!/n” < per B. Reference [7] contains more discussion on this 
approach to lower estimates of per B. 
Let B = (bij); E M,(R+). Set B”‘” = (,/&);. Let E = (eij); E 
A4 CC), leijl = 1, i, j = 1,. . . , n,. Then the matrix C = B”/“OE = 
C&e,,); satisfies the equality C O2 = B. Moreover, any c E M,(C), co2 
= B, is of the above form. The Main Theorem yields that p(B) > a,(C)“. 
We have thus shown 
THEOREM 2.2. Let B E M,(R+). Assume that Co’ = B, C E M,(C). 
166 
Then 
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per B > 
q&( Cy”n! 
nn ’ 
In particular-, the above inequality holds for C = Bo1/2. 
The above theorem can be considered as a generalization of Schur’s 




and to characterize the extremal matrices. 
3. PERTURBATIONS OF EIGENVALUES 
For A E M,(C) let 11 Allr = [trace(AA*)]‘/2 be the Frobenius norm. 
Recall that rri( A) = (1 All2 is the spectral norm of A. Moreover, 
IIABIIF < min( II All~lIBll2, llAll2llBll~). 
Let GL,(C) c M,(C) be the group of invertible matrices. Assume that 
A E GL,(C). Then o$A) = (~~(A-l)-l. Furthermore cond( A) = 
II AlI2 11 A-’ )I2 = (T& A)/a,,( A) is the condition number of A. We prove the 
following generalization of the Hoffman-Wielandt inequality following the 
approach in [31. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A, B E M,(C) be diagonalizabk, i.e. 
S-‘AS = A = diag(h, ,..., h,), T-lBT = M = diag( pi ,..., p”), 
S, T E GL,(C). 
Then there exist permutations IT and % of (1, . . . , n) such that 
2 (A, - p,J2 < IlA - Bll~ll~-lll;IIT~l~llT-l~ll~ 
k=l 
< (IA - Bllf+ cond(T)2cond( S)‘, 
IIA - HI; 
IISll~llTll~ll~-l~II~ 
2 IIA - Blli cond(T)-2 cond( S)-2. 
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Proof. Observe that A - B = S(hG - GM )T-‘, where G = S- ‘T = 
&);. Thus, S-‘( A - B)T = AG - GM. Use the norm inequalities to 
obtain 
By the Main Theorem the last sum is greater than or equal to 
v,,(G>‘C~,_ 1 di,\ Ai - pk12 for a suitable doubly stochastic matrix D = 
(dik);. As the doubly stochastic matrices are convex combinations of permu- 
tation matrices (Birkhoff theorem), we have by the usual reasoning (see e.g. 
[3]) that there is a permutation 7~ such that 
2 dik(hi - pJ2 2 k Ihi - P,,12* 
i,k= 1 i=l 
Use the relations 
to get the first inequality in Theorem 3.1. Apply the norm inequalities to 
A - B = S(AG - MG)T- ’ to deduce 
((A - Bll; < IlSll”,llT-‘II: k Igik121’i - pk12. 
i,k= I 
Use the upper bound of the Main Theorem and the Birkhoff theorem to 
deduce the second inequality of the theorem. ??
We remark that the first inequality of Theorem 3.1 has been proved in 
111, p. 2161 in a very different way. Also, for unitary A, B the above theorem 
is well known. The methods of the proof of Theorem 3.1 yield a different 
proof of the following result due to Li [9]. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
M,(C), i = I..., 
Let T E M,(C), and assume that h”) = diag( A$? E 
4, are diagonal matrices. Then there is a permutation r 
such that 
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Proof. Set T = (tj.>;. From the Main Theorem, (lt,,j’); > a,(T)“D, 
where D = (dij); is a d oubly stochastic matrix. Then 
Use the Birkhoff theorem to deduce the existence of a permutation for which 
the claimed inequality holds. m 
It was pointed out to us by R.-C. Li that our proof of Theorem 3.2 yields 
the following inequality for any A = (u,~>;, T E M,(C): 
IIAOT(Ii 2 q2(T) min i Iain,I’. 
37 i=l 
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